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Abstract

BPF support in Linux has made kernel extensions easier. Recent efforts have shown that using BPF to offload portions of server applications, e.g., memcached and service proxies, can improve application performance and efficiency. However, thus far, the community has not looked at the question of what parts of an application should be offloaded? This paper first shows that blindly offloading application functionality to the kernel is neither beneficial nor desirable, and care must be taken when deciding what to offload. Furthermore, when deciding what to offload, developers must consider not just the application, but also the workload being handled, and the kernel being targeted. Therefore, we advocate automating this decision process in a compiler, that can analyze application code, and produce two executables, a kernel offload and a userspace program, that jointly implement the application’s functionality. This paper discusses the challenges that must be addressed to build such a compiler, and why they can be feasibly addressed.

CCS Concepts

• Networks → Programming interfaces; Data center networks; Cloud computing; • Software and its engineering → Source code generation.

ACM Reference Format:

1 Introduction

BPF has made it easier to add functions to the Linux kernel: administrators can now load and execute sandboxed BPF programs that have limited access, without needing to recompile the kernel or trust a kernel module [3]. This new capability has attracted the interest of many researchers and systems builders, who have leveraged BPF to accelerate applications such as key-value stores [4], firewalls [12], service proxies [19] and virtual switches [26].

In this paper, we start from the observation that one needs to be careful when choosing what parts of an application to offload to the kernel. This is because, this choice affects both feasibility (can the offload run in the kernel) and performance (does the application run faster or more efficiently). Several prior works have focussed on the first aspect only by working around the kernel verifier limitations [4, 12, 13, 18], which must check the input BPF code for safety and can potentially make some code infeasible to offload. Our focus is not on this, since the community is actively working on removing its current limitations [9, 10].1 We focus on both avoiding code that can never be feasibly offloaded, or if offloaded is unlikely to improve performance. Determining what offloads can improve performance turns out to be subtle and an important point to consider (§2).

Deciding what to offload requires significant programmer effort, since one must carefully consider code complexity, state dependencies, and what external libraries and system calls are used by different parts of the program. Therefore, we think that this analysis must be automated if we want BPF offload to truly benefit programmers.

In this paper, we suggest that a new compiler might be the right approach to automatically offload program logic. The core challenge lies in developing analysis that the compiler can use to identify code that should be offloaded (§2), and this is the main focus of our paper. We complement our discussion with an initial design of an end-to-end compiler that given the source code of a program, splits it into two executables, a userspace and an offload logic that has to be automatically attached to the most appropriate hook in the

1However, we believe that offloading some application logic will remain infeasible despite any planned or hypothetical improvements to the verifier.
kernel (§3). We conclude the paper with a discussion of the challenges associated to our design (§4).

2 To Offload or Not To Offload?

We start by looking at when offloading application logic to the kernel is beneficial, and when it might not be beneficial. The analysis we present here both motivates our proposal, and guides our proposed approach to automatically decide what to offload.

Much of the prior work [12, 13, 19, 26] has focused on offloading self-contained application logic that can be entirely executed in the kernel, and does not share state with any other parts of the application that might be running in userspace (in many cases the state requirements are trivially satisfied by having no userspace component). Other prior work [4], has used the kernel as a cache by memoizing the result of past computations, and using these memoized results to respond to requests when possible. In both of these cases, the performance benefits of offloading are because they allow the application to avoid a kernel-to-userpace transition.

Given this analysis of prior work, one might believe that the only code that should be offloaded is code that either processes requests entirely within the kernel, or acts as a fast path (such as a cache) for a significant fraction of requests. However, this is not the case, offloading can help in other circumstances too, including: (a) When it can summarize and thus reduce the amount of data that is returned by a system call (e.g., the read syscall), because in nearly all cases (with a few recent exceptions, e.g., io_uring with registered buffers, where no copies are performed), summarization reduces the amount of data the kernel must copy from its buffers to application buffers; (b) By combining return values across multiple system calls, and thus batching system calls [8, 24] to reduce the number of kernel-to-userspace transitions; and (c) By offloading logic that can sometimes be executed entirely in the kernel (e.g., error code generation logic for web servers) thus avoiding a subset of kernel-to-userspace transitions. We note that our list is not exhaustive, it merely serves to illustrate that offloading can be beneficial even when the offloaded logic is not self-contained, and processing is split between the kernel and userspace.

However, care must be taken when offloading application logic that is not self-contained. We believe that there are at least four core concerns that must be considered when selecting what application logic is offloaded:

**Feasibility.** Not all application logic can be feasibly offloaded to the kernel. The BPF verifier used by the kernel poses one feasibility barrier, since it limits what logic can be loaded into the kernel. While the verifier has been improving steadily, allowing a wider variety of logic to be offloaded, we believe there will always be logic that cannot be offloaded.

For example, it is unclear if the kernel will ever permit offloaded code to perform blocking operations (e.g., file reads or opens), since the overheads for blocking and then unblocking the thread negate any benefits from avoiding kernel-to-userspace crossing. We hasten to note this is different from syscall batching, which combines results from multiple syscalls all of which are issued by the userspace program. Regardless, it is easy to see that when choosing application logic to offload, programmers must consider feasibility.

**Shared state.** When looking beyond self-contained application logic, we must consider cases where the kernel and userspace logic share state. Unfortunately, the standard technique to sharing state between kernel-and-userspace requires creating BPF maps in the kernel, which can then be accessed using read and write syscalls, or by using mmap to map it into userspace [16]. Both add significant overheads to access, and thus programmers must consider the frequency of shared state access when deciding on what application logic to offload to the kernel.

**Synchronization.** Synchronization might be necessary when splitting application state and logic between the kernel and userspace. Of course, synchronization across isolation domains (i.e., the kernel and userspace) is likely to be more expensive than synchronization within an application’s threads (for instance, any synchronization primitive requires state access, which as we explained above carries significant overhead in this context). Therefore, programmers must also consider synchronization frequency when choosing what to offload.

**Benefits.** Finally, and perhaps most importantly, programmers need to evaluate whether offloading to the kernel is beneficial to their program. The benefits of offloading specific application logic depend not only on the logic and how it interacts with the rest of the application, but also on the workload, which determines how frequently it is executed.

At the same time, offloading code which has no benefit into the kernel comes at a cost, and affects system complexity and performance.

Our message is not that the factors listed above are exhaustive, in fact we believe it is likely that other factors that we missed also have a large impact on decisions about what application logic should be offloaded. Instead, what we aim to convey is that programmers must analyze several factors when deciding what application logic should be offloaded, and the observation that few if any tools are available to help the programmer with this analysis: tools that analyze shared state accesses, or synchronization between code paths are rare if not non-existent (we do not know of any), and no tools have targeted the type of feasibility analysis required for this usecase. Therefore, we believe that this analysis poses a significant programmer’s burden, and prevents the wider adoption and use of kernel offloads.
Thus, we argue that we should build tools to automate this analysis and eliminate this programmer’s burden. Specifically, we envision an approach where a compiler splits an input program into two parts, one that runs in userspace and another that is offloaded to the kernel, that jointly implement the input program’s functionality. The key challenge in building such a compiler lies in how we analyze programs and automatically make determinations on the factors we listed above.

2.1 Can we automate offload selection?

Is it feasible for us to analyze programs and determine what to offload? Below we briefly outline approaches for analyzing each of the four factors we highlight above, that we think are implementable today and suffice for our purposes: Feasibility. Our feasibility concerns come from two sources: does the selected code make calls that no kernel would offload, and can the selected code pass the current kernel verifier? Checking for the former requires using syntactic rules, similar to what any linter does, and is thus within reach. Prior work [28] uses the kernel verifier in userspace to check this, and has also shown that super-optimization or other techniques can often be used to optimize the code (in a semantic preserving manner) to pass the verifier.

Shared State and Synchronization. Existing approaches to program slicing [1, 23, 27] can already split a program into independent slices with no data or control flow dependencies. These approaches suffice for producing independent components that do not need shared state, and in most cases do not need to synchronize with each other. However, program slicing might be too extreme for our use: we think in many cases it might be necessary and even desirable, to offload application logic that shares state with the userspace program, and we merely need to ensure that userspace access is infrequent. Similarly, it might be desirable to not entirely disallow synchronization, but merely ensure that it is infrequent. We believe that this can be done by using an approach similar to profile guided optimization [7], and using profile information (gathered from executing the program) to inform the program slicing algorithm.

Benefits. Finally, evaluating benefits requires modeling and comparing the performance of different choices of what application logic to offload. Prior work [5, 6] has shown the feasibility of using models to predict relative performance, and in combination with profiling can allow us to empirically check benefits and determine whether and what application logic should be offloaded.

Thus, we believe that we can automate the determination of what application logic to offload, however we are still working on actually validating our approach. In the next section, we discuss how this analysis fits into a compiler to implement the end-to-end workflow we target.

3 How to Automatically Offload?

In this section we present an overview of our envisioned compiler (Figure 1) and end-to-end workflow. Given the original application’s code, our solution first extracts the program’s control flow graph (CFG) (§3.1). Then, it uses the analysis function we proposed in the previous section to select what code should be offloaded, and selects the appropriate hooks where the offloaded code should be installed (§3.2). Finally, it creates two executables: one for the BPF offload and one for the userspace application (§3.3).

3.1 Understanding the source code

In order to automatically understand the logic of an application, we make three assumptions about its structure: (1) The application uses POSIX API: this is useful as we can rely on standard function calls to understand program behavior (Table 1 provides a list of functions that we consider and the information they convey); (2) The source code contains event-loops which handle the requests: this helps to quickly find the logic that can be potentially offloaded; (3) The CFG of the application is known during the compilation (i.e., there are no indirect calls or jumps): this is important as without that we cannot split the input program into two executables at compile time. Such type of requirements are usually a common practice and past works have assumed a known code structure as well [15, 21].

The idea is to first scan the code in search for an event-loop (second assumption) which is started with the function call poll (first assumption). After that, the first time we find the call to the recv function indicates the arrival of a request and root of our CFG. We deduced the end of the request processing in the following two cases: (1) When finding one or more invocation of the send function call: in this case the program ends with a reply action; (2) If there is no invocation of the send function call until the next call to the poll function. Our reasoning is that when translating this path to BPF, the packet resulted in the execution of this path should be dropped anyway until further packets arrive.
It is worth noting that during the analysis, it is possible to encounter multiple calls to recv. In this case, the calls are grouped together and considered as one, if they are on the same socket. However, reading from different sockets would be interpreted as IO operations on the execution path. Similarly, sending data on multiple sockets is treated as multiple IO operations (e.g., RPC or database queries).

### 3.2 Selecting The Right BPF Hook

After selecting the paths that shall be offloaded from the application CFG, the next step is to pick the right BPF hook(s) in the kernel. This is an important step as each hook has access to different parts of a packet and different helper functions: in Table 2, we present a list of currently available hooks alongside examples on when they can be useful.

Naively, we might be inclined to attach the BPF program to the lowest possible hook: for packet reception this is XDP, which is located in the NIC driver just after the interrupt processing and before any operations performed by the network stack. Indeed, by doing so it would be potentially possible to save computation and improve performance by quickly processing the incoming packet and enable an early-exit path. Unfortunately, this is not always possible. Indeed, when offloading a socket program to BPF, the target hook must be chosen based on both the transport protocol and semantic of the program itself.

Let’s take as an example a TCP-based application which gets accelerated by offloading part of its logic into the kernel. Here, if we would attach the offload to XDP or TC, in case of early-exit (i.e., the offload replies directly to the source), the kernel would not have visibility on this action and could wrongly treat the packet handled by the offload as lost, triggering a retransmission. To avoid that, it is important to attach the BPF program to the SK_SKB hook which is located after the kernel has provided its TCP processing.

In contrast, for UDP-based application the situation is different. They are not as restricted as the TCP ones and here both the XDP and TC hooks provides enough flexibility to attach the BPF offload.

### 3.3 Generating the Executables

The last and final step requires us to convert the selected application CFG paths into two executables: one BPF for the offload and one for userspace.

Fortunately, BPF compilers are available for most languages, and we plan to reuse them for our work. The only thing we need to do before invoking these compilers is to replace calls that send or receive data (e.g., recv and send) with kernel alternatives, and to handle state. The former is a simple syntactic change.

State requires a little more efforts, since any global or shared variables must be implemented using BPF maps. Finally, the compiler has to add the bound checking instructions before accessing the packet data and bound any unbounded loop to make the verifier happy. In case the result is not found in the bounded offloaded loop, then the application shall fall back to the userspace logic.

We also need to change the userspace executable to remove offloaded codepaths, to replace calls into this codepath with appropriate calls, and to change how shared variables are accessed. We plan to use mapped access for the latter.

### 4 Discussion

The analysis step described in §2 is the core challenge that needs to be addressed to achieve our vision of building a compiler that automates the use of eBPF offloads. However, once this challenge has been addressed, and a compiler has been built, new challenges and questions emerge. We discuss these below.

**External Libraries.** Thus far in our description we focused on applications whose code is self-contained. But most applications use a variety of libraries. While in some cases, we can consider library code during our analysis (i.e., perform the equivalent of link-time optimization [25]), and include portions of it in our offload binary, this requires that we either have access to the library’s code or to an intermediate form (e.g., Rust rlib or dylib). However, source code is not available for all libraries, and most libraries do not ship in a form that is amenable to analysis or offloading. A naive approach to deal with this problem is to never offload any application logic that uses an external library, but this is limiting. New approaches, either technical (e.g., ways to link in library code in BPF) or cultural (e.g., changes that make analyzing libraries a common occurrence), will be required to address this problem.

**Handling Workload Changes.** Many of our initial suggestions for how to identify application logic to offload are profile driven. We do not know of alternate approaches to analyze some of the criterion (e.g., frequency of shared state access, or benefit) that we think are important when deciding

---

2 System calls and IO operations are not supported in BPF and paths having IO operations will be ignored.

---

**Table 1: List of landmark functions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bind</td>
<td>Which request are related to this service</td>
<td>Server address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poll, select, epoll</td>
<td>Beginning of the event-loop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recv, read, recvfrom, recvmsg</td>
<td>Arrival of a request</td>
<td>Receive buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>send, write, sendto, sendmsg</td>
<td>Replying to a request</td>
<td>Send buffer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Description of different BPF hook. It shows the direction of data path (I: ingress, E: egress) and the information a hook can access.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>I/E</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Example Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XDP</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Packet</td>
<td>Processes packets before network stack. It is suitable for offloading stateless protocols like UDP. But dropping or modifying TCP packets can corrupt the connection state.</td>
<td>Load-Balancing, Active Queue Management, Access Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>I/E</td>
<td>SKB</td>
<td>Can classify packets and redirect them to another destination.</td>
<td>Packet Classification and routing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK_LOOKUP</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>SKB</td>
<td>Runs when network stack is selecting the target socket. It can redirect connections to another socket.</td>
<td>Binding a service (one socket) to multiple addresses and ports.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK_SKB</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>SKB</td>
<td>Runs on TCP stack receive data event. It can modify packets and respond to them.</td>
<td>Accelerating NGINX.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK_MSG</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>MSG</td>
<td>Runs before the message enters the network stack. It can modify and redirect the packet to another socket.</td>
<td>Offloading TLS to the kernel. Accelerating proxy servers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

what to offload. However, profiles depend on workloads, and workloads change at both small (e.g., over hours due to the diurnal effect) and large (e.g., over months due to changing needs) time intervals. Thus, our choice of what to offload might be suboptimal over time, and lead to lower performance gains, or even worse performance than no offloads. Therefore, we believe that in addition to the compiler that has been the focus of this paper, an approach such as ours also needs a runtime that detects workload changes, and reruns our compiler when necessary. Recent work [15] has proposed related approaches to run time optimization that demonstrate the feasibility of such an approach.

Beyond Network Applications. Our description in §3 focused on offloading network functionality from applications. However, a similar approach can be adopted to offloading other functionality, e.g., storage based functionality.

Consider, for instance, how we might automate the use of XRP [29], a recently proposed framework that uses BPF hooks in NVMe drivers to accelerate an application’s storage functionality. The core change required is to develop a new approach to find entry points in the code for our analysis (§3.1), since we can longer depend on tracing code from an event loop. We can take a few approaches in this case: we can require programmer’s to annotate functions where the compiler should begin its analysis, or we can require code to be written in a DSL that makes it easier for use to identify entry-points. Of course, the approach chosen impacts both applicability (i.e., what programs we can target), and efficacy (i.e., how much can the compiler offload).

Impact on kernel evolution. Finally, our focus thus far has been on how to make it easier for applications to offload logic to the kernel, allowing a wider variety of applications to make use of these capabilities. We believe that this should also influence how the kernel evolves in the future. Some of this evolution is trivial, perhaps a change in how offloads are used might suggest new kernel functions that should be exported so they can be used from BPF. But perhaps this can also lead to a deeper discussion of additional kernel functionality or modules that might benefit applications: we have already seen this happen before, when wider use of TLS led to the kernel adopting kTLS [11], allowing some TLS processing to move from userspace libraries into the kernel.

5 Related Work

BPF-based approaches for improving application efficiency. Many papers from the research community or industry effort have leveraged BPF for improving application performance [4, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 22, 26, 28, 29]. Studies such as BMC [4], bpf-iptables [12], and SPRIGHT [18] aim to improve the performance of applications such as Memcached, iptables, and Kubernetes by manually offloading self-contained application logic that can be executed solely in the kernel, without sharing state with other parts of the application running in userspace. Building on these findings, our work goes a step further by proposing that even when application logic is not fully self-contained, offloading part of its functionality can still yield performance benefits. However, care must be taken to avoid offloading code that does not provide benefits, as this can increase system complexity and negatively impact performance.

Static and dynamic optimization of BPF programs. Several works have explored the possibility to either statically or dynamically optimize BPF programs. K2 [28] is a program-synthesis-based compiler that automatically optimizes BPF bytecode with formal correctness. It synthesizes programs that are formally shown to be equivalent to the original program and uses a cost function to limit and guide its search process. Morpheus [15] describes and implements a system that instruments packet-processing programs to gather statistics at runtime, and supports both eBPF and DPDK backends. It detects packet-level dynamic to apply aggressive
optimization depending on the specific workloads. Unlike these works, we propose to analyse socket programs in order to generate BPF programs. This is orthogonal to their system. Both Morpheus and K2 can be used to further optimize the automatically generated BPF offload.

Simplifying BPF programming. Writing BPF programs is known to be difficult and challenging [4, 28]. To tackle these challenges, some solutions have been proposed. For example, bpftrace [2] provides a scripting language that compiles to BPF, making it easier to write BPF programs for tracing and observability. Others [20] propose using the flexibility of userspace to write BPF programs without worrying about the verifier, relying on a compiler to split the code into BPF and userspace programs. Our work is complementary to these solutions, as we aim to address a different problem, how to automatically identify and generate BPF offloads and userspace programs.

6 Join the Revolution

BPF and other new Linux interfaces are usually added to improve security, enable new application functionality, or improve the performance of existing applications. However, using these new interfaces poses a significant challenge for application developers: they must learn and understand the tradeoffs these new interfaces offer, understand the maintenance complexities that might come from adopting them, and potentially lose compatibility with other UNIX-like systems. Consequently, many of these features are only ever used by hyper-scalers and companies that can afford an army of experts, or by research groups where graduate students and postdocs use them in projects which are generally not maintained after publication. In this paper we proposed a path that allows one new interface, BPF, to be more widely adopted, by automating away much of the complexity that programmers have to deal with today. We think the systems research and the Linux development communities ought to consider ours and other approaches to automating interface adoption, since it is the only chance we have to democratize who benefits from these improvements. Viva la revolución.
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